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Peer Review Week (PRW) 2022 is just around the corner and Enago continues to be at
the forefront of celebrating the eighth edition of this global event. PRW celebrates the
essential role that peer review plays in maintaining research quality and enhancing the
publishing arena with ethical practices. The members of the Peer Review Week
Steering Committee organize a range of customized events, webinars, interviews, and
social media activities to create awareness about the vital role of peer review in all forms
of research. This event brings individuals, institutions, and organizations together and
shares the central message that quality peer review is critical to scholarly
communication.

Commencing on September 19, this year’s PRW will conclude on September 23. These
5 days will be an insightful package of several activities in and around the theme— “
Research Integrity: Creating and supporting trust in research.” The planned resources
such as blog posts, infographics, webinars, e-books, panel discussions, etc. are
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accessible for free to create and promote awareness about peer review in all research
fields.

As a core member of the organizing committee, Enago will celebrate this event by
introducing a set of customized events and resources following this year’s theme. These
enlightening activities during the PRW 2022 week will assist researchers across the
globe to go beyond their understanding of the peer-reviewing process and allow them to
explore the multi-faceted roles of peer review in advancing scholarly publications.

Let’s grab this opportunity to learn, train, share, discuss, and motivate the research
community to the unexplored path of “Research Integrity: Creating and supporting trust
in research” this Peer Review Week!

Watch this space and join us in celebrating this mega-event!

Feel free to share this post on social media platforms with #PeerReviewWeek
#PeerReviewWeek2022

And stay updated with everything new in the industry by following us on Twitter and
Facebook.
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